Subject: [SYD] Friday 17th of May - SENSIENT World Wide Album Launch Party
& HEDONIX Live!
Posted by ESP/HTE Promotions on Tue, 30 Apr 2013 13:11:03 GMT
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ESP invites you to a very special event showcasing the forthcoming 'Way of the sloth' album
with a 1.5 hour live set from Australia's very own SENSIENT!

The head of Zenon Records needs no introduction!
SENSIENT
Sensient is Tim Larner from Melbourne, Australia. His music is deep, intelligent, progressive
and absorbs the influence of many other musical styles (minimal, techno, breaks, glitch, jazz
fusion) He has released 4 solo albums plus many compilation tracks on respected labels like
Iboga, Plusquam, Flow, Plastik Park, Tatsu, ZMA and more. He also has made remixes for
some of the big names in the scene including Ace Ventura, Perfect Stranger, Shiva Chandra
and BigWigs. In 2003 Sensient created Zenon Records which has now developed into one of
the world's best and most respected psytrance labels. Zenon has formed an entire musical
movement which has heavily influenced the Psytrance Music/Festival scene worldwide.
Sensient has played at some of the biggest international festivals including Boom, Ozora,
Voov, Universo Parallelo, Glade, Rainbow Serpent, Sonica, Fusion and more.
'Way of the sloth' is a work of art and we welcome Sensient to the stage to take us on a
unique journey through the depths of his sound.

Also Supported by:
HEDONIX
Hedonix is a Sydney based Psytrance group consisiting of Robert Dilley and Steven Zanuttini.
Both of us are qualified sound engineers and long time participants in the Australian
psychedelic trance scene. We started the Hedonix project in 2001 with the intention of bringing
a unique flavour to the world of psytrance and since then our highly original sound and
versatility has seen us released on various record labels specialising in a diverse range of
music such as Electric power pole, Cosmic Conspiracy and Vertigo as well as landing us
bookings for live performances all over Australia, Japan, Europe, Israel, Brazil, New Zealand
and elsewhere.
The style of our music ranges from early night time psychedelic minimal and dark progressive
to funky, quirky, melodic morning madness with a classic goa influence. But we are primarily
known and regarded for our early night sets which are described as chunky, groovy, intelligent,
twisted and full of surprises.
+ DJs:
Galaktik (T-Quest)
Raptor
Mike DeWitt
Full venue transformation & Full colour laser system
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The Phoenix Bar - 34 Oxford St, Darlinghurst
18+ event - ID Required

Spread the word - Invite your friends - C U on The Dance Floor!

For first release info & updates on current and upcoming events and parties, pictures, videos &
more 'Like' us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/espevents
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